This study aims at giving a prologue to the nontracking, concentrating solar waveguides called luminescent solar concentrators. It deliberates the major factors of loss in such systems that limit photon collection and conversion efficiency. Identifying fluorescent molecules possessing a larger Stokes shift value with a broad degree of absorption in the UV-Vis continuum, with sharper and narrower near infra-red emission spectra at a higher quantum yield that achieves a perpetual total internal reflection, remains a challenge now. Geometrical and material properties also play a strategic role in accomplishing waveguides, with minimal loss, through total internal reflection of trapped photons for photovoltaic conversion.
AT the turn of every decade, a new solar innovation manifests itself with its own pros and cons. In this respect, the idea of a luminescent solar concentrator (LSC), though sounds unfamiliar, is rather an old technology, with its prototypes proposed in the late 1970 (refs 1, 2) . LSCs are planar waveguides that capture the incident solar radiation from a broad absorption range (UV-Visible) by means of fluorescent molecules embedded typically in a plastic/glass sheet and re-emit at a longer wavelength (NIR) which is then waveguided by total internal reflection (TIR) to a photovoltaic cell at the other edge(s) (Figure 1) .
The study begins with questions, like how to achieve the isotropic emission for TIR, what are the techniques to reduce waveguide losses, how to ensure uniform aligning of the embedded molecules, how to rectify losses of reflection and such varied interrogations. The foremost challenge has been in identifying a pertinent fluorescent molecule (fluorophore) and a propagating medium for the crucial mechanism of TIR to occur. Hence, this presently active field of research has stayed stunted for nearly three decades principally in pursuit of a photostable fluorescent molecule. Conventionally, the molecule is an organic dye having a high photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) with a broad absorption and sharp emission peak. Although organic dyes such as rhodamine and coumarin showed some noteworthy results in the rudimentary stages, because of their overlapped excitation-emission peaks and drastic photobleaching nature, they limited the optical efficiency as well as the life time of LSC modules 3 . At the start of the millennium, with the advent of tailored materials, quantum dots and organic-inorganic hybrid molecules, a plethora of efforts are being made in optimizing an ideal LSC device [4] [5] [6] [7] . A very elaborate review of LSCs has been documented by Debije et al. 8 . Hence, the objective of this review is to introduce to Indian readers an overview of some of the chief theoretical and experimental implications that have been made in single plate LSCs, doped with single fluorophores.
Why LSC?
To begin with, LSCs are not photovoltaic (PV) systems; rather they are sub-devices that would subsidize the present PV systems, mainly, in urban settings. They are thus appropriate for densely populated and economically deprived countries, where the foremost problem in executing PV grid systems, on a domestic scale, is the initial cost of installation and maintenance. In India, although solar farms are being implemented on a large scale, harvesting this abundant solar energy in cities is unachievable due to space constraints and the size of modules. As an inexpensive, compact, adaptable, durable, non-tracking and light-weight alternative to heavy PV modules, LSCs could be the key in making energyefficient buildings closer to reality.
The intriguing fact about LSCs is their potential in providing equivalent theoretical conversion efficiency as high as that of single-junction Si-based PV cells 9 . Due to the diminished interest in this research over the past decades, numerous challenges in achieving an effective LSC remain quiescent, with a highest achieved efficiency of only 7.1% (Table 1) . Nevertheless, practical efficiencies up to 10% are achievable with collector configurations like multiple stacks, multi-dye system, thin films, multilayered films, cascaded stacks, etc. [10] [11] [12] [13] . Until now, the approach to overcome major hindrances in LSC designs like surface loss, re-absorption loss, probability of total internal reflection, large emission range, are under rigorous investigation [14] [15] [16] . However, the concentration ratio of LSCs stays much higher (typically 1-10 suns) than other concentrator sub-devices or their geometric counterparts.
When compared to an equivalent area of PV, LSCs exhibit lower efficiency due to the existing loss factors but are viable candidates for constructed environments in cities by creating more than five-fold decrease in cost as well as by reducing 90% of the size and weight of PV panels 17 . With the growing number of high-rise buildings in urban localities, most of the solar irradiance is obstructed whence much of this diffuse radiation is lost unused 18 ( Figure 2 ). Since LSCs have larger acceptance angles ( LSC ~ 65) compared to geometric solar concentrators (GSCs) ( GSC ~ 27), they are appropriate for trapping diffused solar flux without employing complex heliostatic tracking. In fact, the ease in their fabrication and integration is provoking renewed interests among architects as well. Furthermore, these sub-devices have alternate applications such as smart windows for daylighting with proved thermal efficiency in converting the incoming solar energy into thermal energy, or electric energy or both 2, 19 . This additional benefit makes them an elegant choice for indoor heating devices. Figure 3 shows a single plate rectangular LSC, highlighting the chief photon transport processes involved in a glass-like host. When the incident photons hit the surface of LSC, there is a definite chance of a tiny proportion being reflected due to Fresnel reflection (~4%). Rear reflections can be guarded by using diffuse reflectors or suitable filter mirrors. Only the remaining 96% of radiation that enter LSC has a fixed probability of being absorbed by the embedded molecules/fluorophores.
Challenges in design
As shown in Figure 3 , only the incoming radiation with incident angle larger than the critical angle (1), enters the LSC host. 1 
where n is the refractive index of the waveguide. In this way, for a given host, those photons that strike the surface outside the trapping cone will be lost in an escape cone loss (ECL). In effect, while assuming an isotropic alignment of dye molecules, nearly 25% of the trapped photons are lost at the surface due to ECL 20 . In the cases of imperfect waveguide with fabrication defects, dust/bubbles or the selection of a short- absorbing polymer, the host may also absorb or scatter a small fraction (~0.05%) of the inward bound radiation.
After entering the LSC host, depending on their absorption coefficient, the trapped photons are absorbed by fluorophores leading to luminescence. On the contrary, by choosing a fluorophore with a narrow absorption range, most of the incoming solar photons leave the LSC unabsorbed (~75% for absorptions less than 550 nm) through the rear. Those that are absorbed undergo luminescence and are re-emitted at a longer wavelength; after which they may undergo any one of the three possible transport pathways as indicated in Figure 4 .
These second-generation of photons may be (a) absorbed again by a neighbouring molecule due to the spectral overlap; (b) lost through non-radiative decay; (c) lost due to ECL, or; (d) trapped through TIR and reach the edge of the LSC.
Usually the second generation photons have lower energy and emission intensity as a result of luminescence; thus it has a reduced probability (to nearly 25%) of exciting another molecule 21 . It has been calculated through simulation studies that a minimum of only two reabsorption events are possible in a square module (5  5 cm 2 ) which may vary with the dye concentration. However, fluorophores (e.g. organic dyes) with overlapped excitation-emission spectra, i.e. those with smaller stokes shift facilitates re-absorption (a). Even at these conditions, such an excitation may end as a non-radiative decay process instead of luminescence for dyes with non-unity/near-unity PLQY (b), which ceases the photon transport. On the other hand, for dyes with near-unity PLQY, the re-emitted luminescent photon are scattered at all angles which is more likely (about 25%) to suffer ECL (c). As a consequence, re-absorption always leads to a loss (about 20-40%) of the absorbed photons ( Figure  4 ), thereby drastically reducing the optical efficiency of an LSC.
To sum up, in the absence of re-absorption, ECL and absorption losses, more than 50% of design losses can be eliminated. It is for this reason that the choice of fluorophore and host medium plays a critical role in a lossless propagation of captured photon through LSC 22, 23 . On successful trapping, the photon reaches the edges of LSC by TIR (d) where it is absorbed by a solar cell with appropriate bandgap for initiating charge generation.
LSC theory
In general, the performance of LSC is a measure of the efficiency of optical conversion,  opt which is defined as the ratio of the power output at the edge (P out ) to the incident optical power (P in ).
Considering the loss factors, the efficiency of a practical LSC is written as the product of the factors such as
where R is the reflected radiation from the surface due to Fresnel reflection = (n -1) 2 /(n + 1) 2 , n the refractive index of the waveguide, P TIR the probability of total internal reflection = 2 ( 1)/ , n n   abs the spectral range absorbed by the fluorophore,  PLQY the photoluminescent quantum yield of the fluorophore,  Stokes the non-overlapping absorption-emission peaks of the fluorophore,  host the absorption of luminescent photons by host polymer,  TIR the efficient trapping of reflected photons by waveguide and  self is the re-absorption of re-emitted photons by other fluorophores. Table 2 comprehends the cause and solution of each of these losses from which the choice of design and materials is conferred. Besides these tabulated parameters, the performance of LSC also depends on geometrical design. For instance, for a planar concentrator, the photon flux at the edge is given as 
with A sf being the surface area and A e the area of the plate edges. The value of G is typically higher than the concentration of any other non-tracking solar collector. For a square planar waveguide of thickness in the range of few millimetres, the geometric gain is simply the ratio of the length to thickness of the plate for which a gain of over 300 can be achieved 3 . Then the overall concentration ratio of the LSC is given as
However, while improvising a LSC, enhancing the external quantum efficiency is of primary importance. The external quantum efficiency ( EQE ) is given as 
which is a function of input spectral wavelength and therefore responds to the entire spectrum;  EQE provides the overall information about both spectral responsivity and reflectance of a PV device. In LSCs, as a result of luminescence, the trapped photons undergo down shifting where shorter wavelengths are made available to solar cells for charge generation. In general, the external quantum efficiency curve plots the spectral response of a PV device based on the number of e --h + pairs generated for every trapped photon. Therefore, by enhancing  EQE at short- region, the short-circuit current and the conversion efficiency are improved in a LSC without altering any other electronic properties of the edge solar cell itself 24 . The overall power conversion efficiency of an LSC is given by 0 PCE × FF,
where S is the intensity of incident radiation and 
Design improvement
As discussed earlier, the maximum percentage losses are due to ECL, re-absorption and absorption loss. This section provides a brief description on some of the proposed cell design and material properties to overcome the aforementioned losses.
Module geometry
Most of the LSCs are of square or rectangular geometry of only a few millimetres thickness. But the problem with planar LSCs is the non-uniform light output received at the edge, especially for large aspect ratios which reduces the overall efficiency 25 . Hence, adequate efforts have also been made on other possible geometrical shapes such as cylindrical and hexagonal hosts for LSC 26 as well as daylighting applications 27 . In view of a cylindrical LSC, which in principle has a close correlation with a scintillating fibre, a ray tracing study has been reported for surface emission events. As for solid cylindrical geometry (single as well as multiple cylinders), the optical concentration is greater (1-1.9 times) than an equivalent area of square LSC with polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) host 28 . Although the cylindrical shape considerably increases the geometrical concentration ratio, a solid cylindrical LSC does not significantly reduce the major loss factors like ECL and host absorption. Hollow cylindrical LSCs, on the other hand, with imbedded NIR-emitting quantum dots in PMMA matrices have shown improved light absorption and less self-absorption, thereby improving the optical efficiency compared to their flat and solid cylindrical counterparts 29 . A comparative study between flat and cylindrically bent LSCs gives an insight on planar versus non-planar LSCs to both direct and diffuse solar radiation 30 . Though the design differs slightly from conventional LSCs in the manner of attachment of solar cell (in front instead of edge, as demonstrated by Corrado et al. 31 ) (Figure 5 ), the results clearly indicate a reduced angular dependence of incoming radiation in case of a bent LSC. Likewise Zewail et al. 26 proposed a non-planar design with twodimensional array of close-packed concave, hexagonal elements with curved elliptical edges featuring mirrors and PVs on alternate sides (Figure 6 ). This in effect reduces the escape cone loss to almost 30% and also overcomes PV connectivity issues in arrays 26 . Non-planar LSCs (like the ones discussed and many proposed designs) 32 in general provide increased light output by narrowing the critical cone but poses issues in fixture of solar cells at the edges. However, considering the commercial feasibility and ease of comparison, research analysis are confined to planar LSCs.
In a spectral-based modelling for fluorophores with high extinction coefficient by Adam Green et al. 33 , thinner modules are preferred to eliminate re-absorption losses, whereas for those with low absorption coefficient, a thicker plate is suggested. A convenient choice for most organic dyes would be thin sheets, of about 1 mm on a PMMA host with a large surface area as sheets with larger surface area reduces ECL due to their smaller optical density (OD = log 10 (T), where T is the internal transmittance) 24 . In case of particles with lower optical coefficients like RE ions, it has been suggested that absorption properties can be improved by creating chelates of ions or antenna structures to facilitate better absorption. Although the losses due to reflection become inevitable for larger sheets, it can be rectified with specular back reflectors or lambertian reflectors like polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 34 . By reducing the thickness, the geometric gain is also increased in addition to reducing the optical pathlength. Conventionally, short, broad plates reduce absorption losses over long, narrow plates of the same geometric gain 35 . Additionally, by making use of selective filters and photonic crystals for loss-less photon collection, the particle concentration can be reduced effectively 36, 37 .
Particle concentration
In general, the number of recycle events within a LSC module is directly proportional to the concentration of fluorophore. Although the particle concentration and plate dimension are inter-dependant, lower particle concentration is always preferred, in the range of 10 -4 -10 -3 M to reduce losses caused by re-absorption. While organic dyes possess high PLQY, single dye systems undergo severe photo-sensitive reactions over long exposures and also suffer re-absorption losses due to smaller Stokes shift 38, 39 . Whereas in mixed dye systems, the concentration is increased causing photon transport to occur through non-radiative means, FRET (Förster Resonance Energy Transfer) than radiative transfers 40 . Although mixed dye systems can absorb nearly 70% of the incident radiation, FRET effects contribute to reduction of quantum yield beyond a certain concentration limit and may also contribute to losses due to clustering and agglomeration of particles in reabsorption. In case of isotropic emitters like inorganic phosphor or dichroic dyes with near unity PLQY, ECL is sufficed leading to effective photon trapping 21 at limited particle concentration. As mentioned in the previous section, with such emerging fluorophores, an increase in particle concentration can be compensated by altering the geometric gain without losing the collected photons. In search of a fluorophore with broad Stokes shift with high PLQY and durability, RE ions/ chelates, inorganic phosphor and quantum dots are pertinent choices that show a major axis of development in this respect 40, 41 .
Fluorophore-spectral properties
It is self-evident that fluorophores, whether organic or inorganic, must show a near-unity fluorescence quantum yield with well-separated  abs and  em for the subsequent emission-absorption events to cascade without particle self-absorption. Generally in LSC, although the concentration ratio can reach as high as 10 4 , the achieved concentration ratio is much lower than that predicted thermodynamically [42] [43] [44] 3 em lim abs
This discrepancy lies in the fact that in LSCs, the concentration ratio and photon collection stand as two different factors since the collected photons are lowered in energy due to re-absorption and non-unity quantum yields thereby reducing the photon recycle events before reaching the solar edge for charge collection 45 . By considering the absorption and collection efficiency as two parameters, Markvart et al. 46 analysed the spectral response of an LSC under uniform emission conditions. According to this model, at the short-wavelength region, multiple absorption-emission events are possible since optical pathlength of photons is shorter than re-absorption length. Therefore, collection efficiency is greater at this region, since spectral transitions are independent of particle concentration. At longer wavelengths, the optical pathlength becomes longer than absorption length indicating less probability for re-absorption.
Such an analysis infers that it is possible to reach an LSC conversion efficiency of up to 90% with the choice of fluorophore whose Stokes shift is slightly above the energy gap of the solar cell in order to obtain efficient photon transport with minimal re-absorption losses ( Figure 7) . Such a condition can be attained by choosing the optical coefficients that would satisfy the conditions
where L is the width of waveguide and d is the thickness of waveguide. Besides these spectral properties, the molecules must be smaller, preferably in nano scale and must be completely miscible in the host matrix to avoid scattering.
Host material
As emphasized in the earlier section, the important criterion in choosing an LSC host matrix is its refractive index, n which determines the primary loss due to ECL. Typically hosts with small refractive index show minimal reflection loss at the top surface whereas those with larger refractive index minimize front surface ECL 6 . As a compromise between the two factors, a host matrix with refractive index in the range 1.5 < n < 2 is preferred widely to eliminate ECL to the maximum at the top surface instead of reflection since the latter can be controlled by mirrors/reflectors 47 . In addition to refractive index, the photostability of the host is an important concern for long time cell exposure 48 . Also, to eliminate loss due to host absorption, the host must be crack and defect-free, devoid of impurities and optically transparent at the cell's operating wavelength. Although glasses doped with inorganic molecules, phosphor and rare-earth ions have been reported to subtly reduce re-absorption losses, such substrates are not commendable [49] [50] [51] for the above reasons. Hence polymers are opted over glasses to avoid breakage and ease of fabrication. Based on a very recent study on optical properties and edge emission of six pertinent polymers 52 , PMMA and PC are recommended as the most suitable LSC hosts. As suggested in Table 2 , PMMA (also known as acrylics/plexiglass) is the most preferred host for LSC waveguides due to their photostability 3 , availability, thermal resistance and optimal refractive index (n = 1.49) which is favourable for uninhibited TIR (Figure 8 ). Moreover, PMMA hosts a broad range of soluble luminescent particles including organic dyes 53 , rare-earth complexes 54 , inorganic phosphor 55 and quantum dots 56 for LSC fabrication thus befitting for experimental studies of diverse fluorophores at various concentrations.
Polymers or copolymer combinations with refractive index values, n ~ 2 are in the quest for effective photon trapping. Flexible LSC sheets have also been explored with polymers such as polysiloxane (n = 1.40) and polydimethyl siloxane (n = 1.43) which exhibit efficiencies similar to polycarbonate hosts but suffer luminescence quenching at practical particle concentrations 13, 57 .
Solar cell
Although it might look trivial, the attachment of a solar cell to an LSC sheet is a very subtle task which may have an immediate consequence on LSC performance and therefore requires utmost care and precision. The first step is to choose a solar cell with appropriate band gap matching spectroscopic profile of the embedded fluorophore. For example, a fluorophore with emission wavelength ~750 nm provides the best photoresponse for a mono-Si solar cell. Secondly, the solar cell to be attached to an LSC must be free from encapsulants, like ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) to enhance photon absorption without any obscurity at the sheet-PV interface 58 . Thirdly, while attaching a PV cell, choosing an adhesive with perfectly matched refractive index with that of the host material is necessary; mostly epoxy resin or araldite is preferred for PMMA sheets of not more than 50 m thickness 59 . Finally, while measuring the power output of an LSC under a solar simulator, in order to analyse performance under both diffuse and direct sunlight and to maintain a monotonous research protocol, air mass AM 1.5 g spectrum at one sun intensity is recommended 24 . Newer designs are also being experimented with front attachment of solar cells as shown in Figure 5 , for minimizing design loss where the gain and PCE varies with area of cell coverage.
Conclusion
As it is clear by now, LSCs belong to the class of fourth generation PVs where the outcome is low-cost and lowefficiency solar cells that are specifically suited for selfsustained buildings. This turns our attention towards radiation mapping in India, where the global solar irradiance (both direct as well as diffuse components) is most abundant in the metropolitan and industrial cities ( Figure  2) . Unfortunately, the utilization of this radiation is insignificant as compared to Germany and Sweden where the measure of specular insolation is ineffectual. Yet, the concept of LSCs became predominant in these regions as an endeavour to harvest the obtainable diffuse radiation. But the quintessence of this technology becomes relevant for India with colossal solar irradiance. Particularly in metro-cities, with the growing demand for fossil fuels, the need for an alternate clean energy technology which is both economically feasible and structurally commendable is alarming. By taking advantage of the concept of LSC, potential utilization of renewable solar energy can be accomplished in the form of compact smart windows, facades and rooftops of multi-storied buildings in city centres at a rational cost. An LSC can be designed to utilize the entire solar spectrum partly for electric energy conversion and for thermal energy conversion as a daylighting/indoor heating system at the same time, which is an added advantage.
Recently, the encouraging prospect in LSC research is that the technology is on the verge of commercialization by the 'Ubiquitous Quantum Dot (UbiQD)' that has licensed an optimal LSC design using non-toxic quantum dots (CuInSe x S 2-x ) for industrial scale-up in August 2017 (ref. 60) . As the challenges are being unveiled, a pool of innovative ideas is intended to achieve an ideal LSC design.
Positively, many new techniques are being executed, like applying phosphor nanoclusters 61 , recyclable cellulose nanocrystal host 62 , etc. The authors hope that this article will help in sprouting innovative ideas, methods and systems conferring to luminescent solar concentrators among Indian energy researchers.
